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[artist statement] 

 

WEYOUI want for words 

             words written/uttered by others 

             words forged/apparating in our own minds/mouths 

             words clutched carefully/vehemently to validate, to soothe, to encourage 

             words connecting us across spectral divides/to a plane more solid/stable than our own 

             words that appear in mirrors/through windows to draw us into/out of ourselves 

             words that don’t yet exist 

             words we find and borrow and rearrange in attempts to make sense of the pain/relief 

             words that speak from beyond and cling to us like spirits/that weyoui, as spirits, cling to 



WEYOUI have braided ourselves/our words together 

 have offered up our tributes 

 have conjured deities 

 have become oracles 

 have met briefly and spoken freely 

 have joy we fear will invalidate our depths 

 have depths we fear will derail our joy 

 have a powerful and tenuous possession of duality 

 have fallen and 

 have risen though sometimes barely but 

 have risen still and 

 have a hope to soften the fall and ease the rise of others 

WEYOUI are a quiet many 

WEYOUI are isolated in that quiet but 

WEYOUI, here, have coalesced into an astral mosaic of color and shape 

                                                                        of portrait and sentence 

                                                                        of openness and ownership and invitation 

                                                                        of elusive transparency and stark corporeality 

WEYOUI welcome you to witness/engage in/interact with what follows 

                                                                 with what WEYOUI, together, have made 

  



—WEYOUI— 

Poetics Statement 

 

As the first iteration of —WEYOUI— reaches completion, I find myself plagued with a 

perfect storm of grief, health anxiety, and depression. Make no mistake; the association is by no 

means causal. I simply happen to be wrapping up work on a project about living with mental illness 

whilst being particularly mired in the experience myself. I’ve interrupted a rather undignified bout 

of sobbing to write this. It seems a somehow fitting conclusion to the process. 

    Speaking openly about mental illness has not always been a task I find easy, and to be frank, 

despite my openness about it now, it remains a topic far from effortless to address. For myself as 

well as many others who live with some form mental illness, be it circumstantial and temporary or 

a chronic and continual battle, one of the most painful things is the oft accompanying sense of 

loneliness, the mistaken impression that no one shares the experience, that there is no one to talk 

to about it. I, for example, grew up with the understanding that to speak about this type of pain, to 

express the deep and abiding emotional duress I was becoming acquainted with was to—at best—

open oneself up to the scrutiny and judgment and ridicule of others, and at worst, to risk being 

pulled from one’s life to be institutionalized. 

    Fear is a big part of living with mental illness. Shame is another. 

    Stigma is frequently the cause of both. 

There are so many words that are left unsaid and so many injuries that are left unhonored 

because of an expectation, both internal and external, that we Should be able to function Properly 

but somehow are unable to do so, at least not with much consistency. And worse still, we may 

have no specific place/reason/impetus to point to that can explain exactly why, neither to others 



nor to ourselves. We are by all appearances perfectly capable. We Should be capable. And often 

we may be very capable: successful, joyful, productive, motivated, social, fun. Yet in some 

inexplicable way, we are Broken. We are Less Than. And the moments we thrive bring into 

question our times of struggle; they bring them into question for others and for ourselves. Why 

can we not just get over it? Would other, stronger people be able to muscle through these rough 

patches? Are we just too frail? Does the mutability of our illness make it any less legitimate? Is 

some part of what we feel a mere fiction, and if so, is it the easy or the difficult times that reflect 

our reality? We strive to find answers while we wait for the other shoe to drop. The ups anticipate 

the downs; the downs hope for the ups. 

We regard ourselves as diminished in comparison to those who do not face similar 

difficulties. We feel and may be perceived as Weak-Minded because we fail at Normal behavior. 

So we don’t talk about it, because to confess to an illness that others cannot see or may not 

understand is either to make excuses for oneself or to make others feel ill at ease. We call out of 

work with a lie, saying we have the flu when we are too depressed to move, because physical 

illness doesn’t call into question the quality of your character as a whole. We cancel plans at the 

last minute with a simple “I’m tired” instead of confessing that we have applied and washed off a 

full face of makeup because of a lack of perfect symmetry so many times that our eyes are swollen; 

it’s less awkward that way. We don’t socialize for weeks at a time while the sores we’ve 

compulsively picked into our face try to heal, so tired of making excuses that we stop responding 

to messages or calls at all. We say things that are not true, dodge and deflect, because no one wants 

to know, no one wants to see what is really happening, and quite honestly, none of us want to 

reveal those parts of ourselves anyway. 

Stigma. 



To be fair, much of the above is personal account and I am shamelessly swathing it in 

blanket statements, a bit for emphasis and a bit to highlight the universality of the general 

sentiment. Sure, not everyone has shared my specific experiences, but my bet is that you’d be hard 

pressed to find someone with a mental illness who hasn’t bobbed and weaved in order to avoid 

discussing their ailment, who hasn’t felt alone and paralyzed by it, who hasn’t avoided potential 

repercussions or feared the judgement of others, who hasn’t judged themselves to be inferior 

because of how their mind decides to operate, who hasn’t weighed the ease of the good times 

against the hardship of the bad and fretted over why the bad is so very, very hard. So, rather than 

counting these broad strokes and fine lines as a bit of lazy writing, let this approach instead serve 

to explain the rationale behind —WEYOUI— and the process by which it was conceived. 

“WEYOUI” is a pronoun created from the words we, you, and I and is intended to 

underscore the individuality and community, distance and longing all inherent in living with 

mental illness. While each person has their own story, both intimate and alienating, there are 

unexpected commonalities that appear: similar dilemmas crop up, certain descriptions are shared, 

like emotional responses arise. This fact informs much of the body of this work, which interweaves 

the collective experiences of the many, the specifics of unique individuals, and the observations of 

caring witnesses to depict the way in which each facet informs the others, creating a mosaic of 

events and expression in hopes to provide a wider perspective than memoir alone might provide. 

There are broad strokes in this work. There are fine lines. 

The title of this on-going collaborative work also models itself after the word “ouija;” the 

project as a whole is inspired by the game’s intention to reach out for something beyond one’s 

grasp and understanding. In my mind, however, the perspective of this work belongs to that of the 

spirits, those who are likewise reaching beyond their transient, transmuting forms, who can only 



interact in fits and starts, who seek to better understand their own states of being and the means by 

which they may interact with the solid world. The aesthetic of the piece offers up a supernatural 

framing for the experience of—in the case of this first chapter—depression, using images of 

varying transparency to emphasize the unreliability of one’s own perspective through the lens of 

mental illness to discern an accurate reality. Visual poetry interspersed also seeks to express in 

hints and gestures this ghostly sense of longing and the incapacity for complete comprehension or 

perfect communication. Using this imagery as a foundation for written pieces, —WEYOUI— 

offers a conversation crafted through arrangement of autobiographical accounts from both myself 

and my collaborators. It shows how one person might find a small detail of commonality in 

another’s story, how two people might find their individual stories uncannily intertwined, how a 

multitude of stories might reveal a larger more vibrant narrative, how anyone reading these stories 

might find comfort in relating them to a unique story of their own. 

—WEYOUI—, as previously mentioned, is an on-going project whose intention is to invite 

more and more collaborators of varied backgrounds, identities, experiences, and diagnoses to share 

their words and visages in new chapters to come. This first chapter is the product of a particular 

group of people who responded to a particular prompt I sent out via a particular means. As I 

continue soliciting and curating for future chapters, my intention is to not only produce further 

creative works, but to also collect the demographic information of participants with the desire to 

conduct sociological research on what means and methods of outreach and conversation prove 

most effective in encouraging engagement from different populations. This first chapter has a very 

narrow focus, collaborators falling into a general age range, gender identity or presentation, and 

geographic location. In future works, I aim to broaden the scope of the work by experimenting 

with the verbal and written approaches used to elicit responses and participation. I hope to achieve 



a more global perspective as the work continues to grow and evolve resulting in evocative creative 

pieces that continue the conversation started here as well as research papers that run parallel and 

provide illumination of the best ways to reach people with mental illness from their own 

perspectives and help them according to the way they will best respond. 

    I, as a single human being, only have real access to what I myself know about suffering through 

my own mental illness. I have my own words to contribute to the conversation. However, my 

inability to ever truly feel the inner emotional life of another outside of empathy or to speak truly 

to another’s experience has cultivated my desire to let others speak for themselves while I work to 

lift their voices up. This project is one of quotation, of collaboration. The opportunity to meet with 

people I have never before encountered outside of this project, to communicate with one another 

without restraint about our deepest fears and darkest moments has been a singularly moving 

journey, one that has opened my eyes and heart even further toward the cause of normalizing and 

supporting those with mental illnesses. There are so many experiences I have not had. There are 

so many others who share common experiences that I have no concept of. Through the continuation 

of this work, I hope to lift their voices so that others like them may find representation and comfort 

as well. 

    —WEYOUI— is less a mere artistic endeavor to me than it is a piece of the social movement 

that is stirring presently, the movement to make it okay to hurt and to talk about hurting. I aim to 

create a space that may be beautiful, may be ugly, may be painful or awkward or liberating, but 

will also be useful and healing in some way. I look forward to expanding the work to offer to 

others the healing that I myself have experienced through the process. As though in perfect 

illustration of my intentions, in merely writing about my plans and goals for —WEYOUI—, I have 



successfully staved off that undignified bout of sobbing I had interrupted at the start. I hope that is 

indicative of what the work may have to offer for others. 

 

Jacquelyn Babb, 5.31.2018 

  









































































































































 


